We consider coactions of a locally compact group G on a C*-algebra A, and the associated crossed product C*-algebra A x G. Given a normal subgroup N of G, we seek to decompose A x G as an iterated crossed product (A x G/N) x N, and introduce notions of twisted coaction and twisted crossed product which make this possible. We then prove a duality theorem for these twisted crossed products, and discuss how our results might be used, especially when N is abelian.
Introduction
It has been known for many years that the group C* -algebra of a semi-direct product NxH can be decomposed as a crossed product C*(N) x H; this observation has both motivated the study of crossed products, and influenced the development of their representation theory, through the various extensions of the Mackey machine (for example, [24, 7] ). Applications have required generalisations of this decomposition: the version for non-split group extensions involves twisted crossed products rather than ordinary ones, and for inductive arguments it is necessary to decompose crossed products as well as group algebras. In particular, the various decompositions of a crossed product A x G as an iterated twisted crossed product (A x N) x G/N (for example, [7, 6, 17] ) have been important tools in several recent projects (for example, [7, 16, 1] ). Here we want to discuss an analogous decomposition for crossed products by [2] Twisted crossed products by coactions 321 coactions of nonabelian groups, and the appropriate family of twisted crossed products. Our decomposition theorem is modelled on that of Green [7, Proposition 1] for crossed products by actions. Recall that an action fi : G -*• Aut A of a locally compact group G is given on a closed normal subgroup N by a twisting map if there is a strictly continuous homomorphism T : N -> UM(A) satisfying fi\ N = Adr and (0.1) ft(r n ) = w for s e G, n e N.
A representation p = n x U of the crossed product A xp G is said to preserve the twist T if n o r = U\ N , and then the twisted crossed product A Xp Nr G is the quotient of A xp G by the ideal I x = P j {kerp : p is a representation of A x p G preserving r].
For any action a: G -> Aut A, the canonical embedding / of Af in M(A x a A') is a twisting map for the natural action ft of G on A x a N, and Green's decomposition asserts that A x a G is isomorphic to the twisted crossed product (A x o N) Xp Nz G. The twisted crossed product has properties like those of ordinary crossed products by actions of G/N, so we can profitably think of this as saying A x G = (A x N) x G/N -indeed, there is an alternative approach which makes this precise [17] . A coaction S of G on a C*-algebra A restricts to a coaction S\ -S\ G / N of the quotient G/N by an amenable normal subgroup N; if G were abelian, S would be given by an action of G, which would restrict to an action of N 1 = (G/A 7 )". We say S is given by a twist onG/Nif there is a corepresentation of G/N in A, which implements 81 G /N and satisfies an extra consistency condition analogous to (0.1).
Formally, this corepresentation is a unitary W e UM(A <g> C*(G/N)), but slicing it gives a homomorphism j of C 0 (G/N) into M(A), and the consistency condition says that 8(j(f)) = j(f) <g> 1 for / € C 0 (G/N) .
It was shown in [12] that every representation of A x s G has the form n x ix for some pair of representations^ : A -*• B(Jff) satisfying an appropriate covariance condition (see Section 1), and we say n x fi preserves the twist W if n o j = £i|c o (G/w)-We can now let^w given by the covariant representations of (A, G, S) which preserve W, and it can be characterised by this property. The details of this construction are given in Section 2, following a short preliminary section in which we set up notation and review some key material from [12] .
Suppose now that 8 : A ->• M(A <g> C*{G)) is a coaction of G on A and N is a closed normal amenable subgroup of G. We shall show that there is a natural coaction y of G on the crossed product A x S] G/N, and that the natural
Our proof of this is based on the universal properties of the various crossed products, and amounts to showing they have the same representation theory.
For our twisted crossed products to be useful, it is important that they have properties like those of ordinary crossed products: A x Y ,G/N,WG should resemble Ax f N. As evidence that this is the case, we show that there is a duality theorem like that of Katayama [10] for untwisted crossed products: every twisted crossed product A x y ,G/N,wG carries a natural dual action <5 of N such that
-but the Morita equivalence should suffice for most applications.) Our Theorem 4.1 follows quite easily from Mansfield's imprimitivity theorem for crossed products by coactions [13] .
Our interest in this subject arose from the possibility of reducing questions about crossed products by coactions of a solvable group G to twisted crossed products in which the normal subgroup is an abelian subquotient Q of G, and which should behave like crossed products by actions of Q. In the final section we discuss briefly how this procedure might give useful information about the Ktheory of crossed products by coactions, and consider some other questions this analysis raises. In particular, we look at the relationship between our algebras A-X-S,G/N,W G and the twisted crossed products A x au N studied in [4, 17] . (G) ) is the integrated form of the representation s -*• X s ® X s , which factors through C*(G) because X ® X is equivalent to X (g> 1. [4] Twisted crossed products by coactions 323
If A acts faithfully on a Hilbert space Jtf, so does its multiplier algebra M(A), and we can identify M{A) with {T e B{Jif) : TA + AT C A} (c.f. [19, Section 3.12] ). A homomorphism <p of A into a multiplier algebra M(C) is nonde generate if there is an approximate identity {a,} for A such that <p(a,) ->• 1 strictly. Every nondegenerate homomorphism <p extends to a strictly continuous homomorphism of M(A) into M(C), which we still call cp (for example, [12, 1.1]). We shall always use 1 for the identity of an algebra, and / for the identity mapping between algebras. If A and B are C*-algebras, A <g> B will denote their spatial or minimal tensor product, and a : A®B -* fi<g> A the flip isomorphism. For the definition and properties of the slice maps Sf : A <g> B ->• A for / e B*, we refer to [12, Section 1].
Crossed products and covariant representations
Let G be a locally compact group and A a C*-algebra. A coaction of G on A is, roughly speaking, a homomorphism 8 of A into M {A® C*(G)) which is comultiplicative. While there are several ways to make this precise, they do apparently lead to the same crossed products (c.f. [22] ), and we shall therefore stick with the conventions of [12] . However, we shall want to exploit the point of view of [22] , where the crossed product is characterised as a C*-algebra whose representation theory is the covariant representation theory of the system (A, G, 8) , and we shall show how Theorem 3.7 of [12] allows us to do this.
A coaction of G on A is a nondegenerate homomorphism 8 of A into M{A® C* r {G)) such that
(Here "nondegenerate" replaces condition 2.6(a) of [12] , and condition (1.2) says the range of 8 lies in the subalgebra M{A <g> C*{G)) of [12] .) Let w G denote the bounded strictly continuous function s -> 8 S of G into UM(C*(G)), and view it as a multiplier of C 0 (G, C*(G)) = C 0 (G) <g> C*(G) -note that the operator W G e U(L 2 (G x G)) of [12] is M <g> A.(to G ). As in [22] , a covariant representation of (A, G, S) is a pair (7T, /X) of nondegenerate representations 7r : A -> fi(JT), /x : C 0 (G) -> fi(^T) satisfying in C r *(G));
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John Phillips and Iain Raebum [5] equivalently, (jt, /x, ® k(w G )) is a covariant representation in the sense of [12, 3.5] . If 8 i s a c o a c t i o n o f G o n A , a n d A c B(Jff), t h e crossed product A x s G is defined in [12] as the C*-subalgebra of B(Jf ® L 2 (G)) generated by [12,2.5] , and the proof of that result also establishes (c). Equation (a) is essentially the coaction identity:
If (?r, /A) is covariant, the proof of [12, 3.7] shows there is a nondegenerate representation n x fj, of A x s G such that 
Twisted coactions and twisted crossed products
Throughout this section, <5 : A -> M(A (8) C*(G)) will be a coaction and A? a closed normal amenable subgroup of G.
We shall also refer to the pair (6, W) as a twisted coaction of (G, G/N) on A. 
we have (G) .) [8] Twisted crossed products by coactions 327 REMARK 2.7. One justification for the consistency condition (c) in Definition 2.1 is to make it possible for a reasonable number of covariant representations (n, /i) to preserve W. For suppose (8, W) satisfy (a) and (b) of Definition 2.1, and (n, /i) is a covariant representation of (A, G, 8) satisfying
Thus if there are to be enough representations (n, n) preserving W to separate points of A, then condition (c) must be satisfied. Of course, the idea is that A x G/N G should be a C* -algebra whose representations are given by the covariant representations which preserve the twist, and we shall now make this precise. The next lemma provides the basic ingredient, and will also be useful later. Recall that we denote the canonical embeddings of A and C 0 (G) in M(A x s G) by j A and ; C (o, and let q : A x s G -> A x SiG/N G be the quotient map.
LEMMA 2.9. Let (8, W) be a twisted coaction of(G, G/N) on A. Then for f € A{G/N) we have qUaoif)) = q(JA(S f (W))).
PROOF. Suppose (n, /x) is covariant and preserves W, and c e Ax s G. Then we have PROOF. There is a representation p of (A x s G)/I w such that n x \x = p o q, and then TT = p oq o j A , /x = p oq o jc PROPOSITION Most of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem, and throughout we shall use the notation in its statement. We first have to construct the coaction y and the twist W. For this, we need the following simple lemma. 
Let (8, W) be a twisted coaction of (G, G/N) on A, and let k A = q o j
A : A -+ M(A x G/N G), A: C(G) = q o j C{G) : C 0 (G) -+ M(A x G/N G). Then (a) k A ® i(8(a)) = Ad £ C(G) ® / (w G ) (k A (a) ® 1) for all a e A; (b) k A ® i(W) = k C ( G) ® k G / N (w G/N ); (c
) for every covariant representation (n, /x) of (A, G, 8) which preserves W, there is a nondegenerate representation TT X G/N \x of
A X S , G /N,W G such that (TT X G/N fi)ok A =7t and (n x G/N /x) o k C(G ) = /x; (d) the set {k A (a)k C ( G )(f) : a e A, f e C 0 (G)} spans a dense subspace of A x& G /N w G.
PROOF. Conditions (a) and (d) follow immediately from the corresponding properties of (A x s G, j A , jc(o)-To establish (b), we let / e A{G/N) and compute (recalling that we identify C 0 (G/N) with its image in M(C 0 (G))):
The resulting nondegenerate homomorphism
is a coaction of G on A x S \ G/N.
PROOF. We verify the covariance of {n, /A) by computing and using Lemma 3.2:
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700035539 [12] Twisted crossed products by coactions 331 First of all, we have
Now we can verify the coaction identity: Y ® ' (y {JA(a)jc(G/N)(f))) = Y ® » (;'A ® i(&(a))

D)
{Y(JA(a)j C (G/N)(f)))
l A ® i(«(<i)) = k AxG/N ® i(JA = k AxG/N <8> i(y ( = k C (G) ® / (W G ) ( )
so (a) is easy. Next suppose that {it, /x) is a covariant representation of (A, G, S), and let v = /A\C O (G/N)-We want to show that (n, v) is covariant, and then that
(JT x v, n) is a covariant representation of (A x^| G/N, G, y) which preserves W. We have
Now/®(^oX G )(u; G ) is the multiplier of C 0 (G, C*(G/N)) given by the function s -*• X G/N (sN), which is constant on N-cosets; thus (M®(qok) O G ) = v ® X G/N (w G/N ),
and we have shown that {n, v) is covariant. To show that {n x v, /x) is covariant, we compute:
{it xv)® i (y (JA(a)j C (G/N){f))) = (TT x v) ® i (; A ® i(8(a))Uc( G /N)(f) ® 1))
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700035539 [14] Twisted crossed products by coactions 333
It is also easy to see that {n x v, ix) preserves W:
whichisjust/z(8>^G/Jv(wG/"v) by definition of v. Thus we obtain a representation p = (n x u) x G/ /v ^ of (A x G/N) x ytG/N G, which immediately satisfies P ° ^c(G) = Mi and also
Thus our triple ((A x G/N) x G/N G, l A , k C ( G )) also satisfies (b). It remains to check (c). We know that {JA(<*)jc(G/N)(g)} spans a dense subspace of A x G/N, and hence that the elements of the form kAxG/N {jA(a)jc(G/N)(g)) k C (G)( span a dense subspace of (A x G/N) x G/N G. But if g e A(G/N), which is dense in CQ(G/N), we have
JC(G/N)(g) = JC(G/N) (S g (w G/N )) = S g (JC(G/N) <S> k G/N (w G/N )) = S g (W),
Thus each of our set of generators for which g € A(G/N) is in the set {l A (a)k C ( G )(f)}, and hence the latter span a dense subspace of (A x si G/N) x G/N G. We have now shown that
is a crossed product for (A,G,S), and hence is isomorphic to (A x s G, j A , J use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700035539 REMARK 3.5. In applications, one would hope to use this theorem inductively to decompose a crossed product along a composition series for G: if {e} = N o < N\ < ... < N k = G, we should have
To justify this, we need a slightly stronger version of Theorem 3.1, in which we start with a normal subgroup M containing N and a twisted coaction (8, Y) of (G, G/N), and deduce that
Although the notation gets a little messy, it is quite easy to extend our argument, and we shall now outline the extra steps involved.
First, one has to verify that twisted actions can be restricted to the quotient G/N: in fact, the same Y, viewed as an element of UM(A<S>C*( 
In checking (c), we now also have to show that, if (TV, /X) preserves Y, then (n, /xlcofc/A')) preserves the twist Y for S\, and (n x v, /x) preserves the twist W for y. However, this is quite straightforward, and hence the theorem generalises to twisted crossed products, as claimed.
Duality for twisted crossed products THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a locally compact group, N a closed normal amenable subgroup, and (8, W) a twisted coaction of(G, G/N) on a C*-algebra A.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700035539 [16] Twisted crossed products by coactions 335
There is an action 8 of N on A X S ,G/N,W G such that K (*/(a)*c(G)(/)) = k A (a)k C(G) iPnif)) for a e A, f e C 0 (G), and then (A x StG/NtW G) X^ N is Morita equivalent to A.
Let B = A XS,G/N,W G, and denote by o s the automorphism of C 0 (G) defined by 0j(/)(O = fits).
As in [22, 2.14] , one verifies that, for any s e G, (B, ^, & C (G) ° °s) is a crossed product for (A, G, 8) , and it is easy to check that, for n e N, the pair (&A,&C(G) °&n) preserves W. Thus the existence of S n follows from the uniqueness of the crossed product (Section 2.12). The continuity of the action a on CQ{G) implies that 8 is a strongly continuous action of N on 5.
The imprimitivity bimodule will be the quotient ofthe(Ax^G)x|A^ -A x G/N bimodule X of Mansfield [13] 
LEMMA4.2. Suppose (7r,(x) a covariant representation of (A,G/N,8\). Then (n, n) preserves W (as a twist for 8\) if and only if]nd
AxG n x \x preserves W.
PROOF. The bimodule X is constructed in [13] as the completion of a subalgebra ^o f A x s G, which roughly speaking consists of norm limits of sums of elements of the form 8 (S v (8(a) we use here notation like that of [13] , so that A x s G is denned concretely as an algebra of operators on Jf?® L 2 (G), and j A = <5, j C i G ) = 1 ® M.) To define the induced representation Ind
AxG n x /x we need the A x G/Af-valued inner product on @, and we recall how it was constructed in [13, Section 4]. We view A x S \ G/N as an algebra of operators on Jtf [13] , this image algebra is denoted A x { Mansfield then proves that the map * : 8 (8 v [13, Lemma 18] . From this characterization we can deduce that * satisfies *, and hence has the following expectation-like properties:
(The adjoint of (4.2) holds because (p(fg) = (p(f)g if g is constant on N-orbits.) Finally, the inner product on Ss is defined by
but we have to remember that the latter really belongs to the concrete realisation
{G). Now suppose (TI, (A) is a covariant representation of (A, G/N). The induced representation Ind
AxG n x \x acts, via left multiplication on 2, in the completion of S> O Jf? n in the norm defined by the inner product It now follows from [23, Section 3] , [7, Proposition 12] and Example 2.13 that
REMARK 4.3. As we pointed out in the introduction, the case N = G is not quite as strong as Katayama's duality theorem [10] , which gives an isomorphism of
). While our Morita equivalence, or the stable isomorphism which can be deduced from it using [3] , should be enough for most purposes, it would definitely be preferable to have a duality theorem like Katayama's. However, his theorem appears to be intrinsically spatial (see the comments in [21, 22] ), and we have been unable to extend it because we lack a concrete regular representation for A x G/N G. We do know, from our proof of [20] Twisted crossed products by coactions 339 which should be our analogue of the regular representation induced from n. It may not be possible to directly generalise Katayama's theorem until we have a more manageable construction of induced representations, and this would certainly be of considerable independent interest.
Concluding remarks Section 5(a).
One of our main reasons for wanting to decompose crossed products by coactions was to study their K-theory. If, for example, N is abelian, we can use duality and standard facts about K-theory for crossed products by actions of N to compare K,,(A x s G) and
Thus we would hope that, for solvable groups at least, an inductive procedure will yield information about KM x s G) in terms of K*(A). While we still believe this to be a potentially useful approach, we must point out that similar information can often be obtained by first using nonabelian duality, and then decomposing the dual crossed product -indeed, we have been quite surprised at just how often this works. Consider, for example, the crossed product A x s G by a coaction of a simplyconnected solvable Lie group G. Such a group is an iterated semidirect product by copies of D&, and thus we can apply (5.1) repeatedly with N = QL Connes' Thorn isomorphism [5] asserts that K*((A x s G) x N) is then isomorphic to K t+I (A x s G), and hence we can deduce that KM x s G) = K t _ dimG (A). Alternatively, we can first apply Katayama's duality theorem [10] 
then decompose the dual crossed product into ones by actions of IR, and use Connes' theorem repeatedly to obtain
(The last two steps are just Connes' proof of [5, Corollary 7] .) Since K-theory is periodic of order 2, the conclusion is the same. On the face of it, the first argument is more general, since it does not depend on the splitting of the successive group extensions (that they do split for simplyconnected solvable Lie groups is a well-known theorem of Iwasawa [9, 3.6] ).
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700035539 However, even if the decomposition of (A x s G) x$ G required twisted crossed products, K-theory could not tell the difference: every twisted crossed product A x aiH G is stably isomorphic to an ordinary one of the form (A <g> J T ) x^ G [17, Corollary 3.7] , and hence has the same K-theory. The potential advantage of our new decomposition is that it allows us to exploit the existence of nice subgroups, whereas the dual approach works when there are well-behaved quotients (see Example 5.3 below).
For example, consider the case where G has a normal subgroup isomorphic to T. For any action ft of T on B, there is a six-term exact sequence relating K*(B x T) and K t (B), dual to the usual Pimsner-Voiculescu sequence [2, Section 10.6] . From this and the isomorphism (5.1), we obtain: PROPOSITION 
Let S be a coaction of a locally compact group G on a C*-algebra A, and suppose G has a normal subgroup N isomorphic to T. Then there is an exact sequence
Ordinarily, the exact sequence for crossed products by T is less useful than the Pimsner-Voiculescu sequence, because it involves K t (A x T) twice. For us, this problem arises when we apply (5.1) and the Pimsner-Voiculescu sequence to a subgroup N = Z.
Here are some examples illustrating these points. It is also natural to ask when one of our twisted crossed products A x G/N G is isomorphic to an ordinary crossed product of A by a coaction of N. In the case of actions, if G is a semidirect product NXH, any twisted crossed product A x-a ,N,T G is isomorphic to an ordinary crossed product Ax p H. (This follows, for example, from [17, 5 .1], since we can choose a section c : H -> G which is a homomorphism.) We do not know whether there is an analogous result for our twisted crossed products by coactions of semidirect products. Indeed, we had to work to verify that, if G is a direct product N x H, then every A x H G is isomorphic to some A x Y N. (In this case, the map (n, h) ->• n extends to a nondegenerate homomorphism 9 : C*(G) -*• C*(N), and we can take y = (j <g> 0) o 8.)
Section 5(c).
To finish, we point out that we have considered an analogue of only one of the competing theories of twisted crossed products for actions, namely that of Green [7] . Technically, Green's has the advantage that the twisted crossed product is a quotient of the usual one, allowing an intrinsically C*-algebraic theory. The cocycle-based versions of [4, 17] inevitably involve Borel functions with values in multiplier algebras, which can be a rather clumsy mixedmode, but they do have the advantage of extra generality (see [17, Section 5] ), and appear to be the more natural setting for some purposes (for example, [17, Section 3] ). The (scalar-valued) "dual cocycles" used to classify ergodic actions in [11, 25] are unitary elements of the von Neumann algebra L(G)® L(G), just as Borel cocycles in Z 2 (G, T) determine unitary elements ofL oc (G)®L oo (G) = L (G) ( §) L(G) in the abelian case. But whereas one can easily make sense of C*-algebra-valued Borel functions, it is not immediately clear how to characterise a tensor product M{A) <g) L°°(G) <8> L°°(G) these live in, and which could then be transported to the dual setting. It would be very interesting to develop such a cocycle-based theory, at least far enough to get a stabilisation theorem like that of [17, Section 3] , but this does promise to be a major undertaking. Indeed, since the scalar-valued cocycle theory has only been worked out for compact groups [11, 25] , even carrying out the analogous program for coactions of locally compact groups on von Neumann algebras will likely involve substantial technical difficulties.
